Abstract-This study determines the sensitivity of human observers to 2D fronto-parallel angles. Angle discrimination thresholds vary as a function of base angle and stimulus configuration orientation. However, these variations can all be understood from the well-known meridional anisotropy for orientation discrimination of the orientations that define the angle. Specifically, observers do not show any special sensitivity to angles of 90° and 180° (straightness). Instead it is claimed that observers measure geometric angle by comparing the visual orientations that define the angle, although it is shown that they are not fully efficient in this comparison operation. An explicit visual reference angle does not improve discrimination thresholds (that is, observers can perfectly well supply one from memory), nor do observers need an explicit visual reference orientation in an orientation discrimination task.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been intensive interest in the visual abilities of human observers in a number of simple spatial discrimination tasks. Without doubt, a strong incentive for this persistent interest is that very low discrimination thresholds are generally found. In tasks such as the determination of the orientation of a line segment, or the determination of the distance between two points, localization thresholds under 10 arcsec are commonly observed (Westheimer, 1982; Klein and Levi, 1985) .
One can wonder whether this high-quality spatial information is available to the visual system only in the above-mentioned, very simple perceptual tasks, or whether this information can also be used in more involved geometric routines. To decide between these alternatives, we devised a discrimination task for geometric angle, in which the observer has to judge the spatial relations between a number of light points. A comparison of discrimination thresholds for this somewhat more involved geometric task with what one would expect on the basis of thresholds of the observer for simple geometric discrimination tasks should show how far the elementary geometric *To whom reprint requests should be addressed. †Present address: Department of Psychology, University of Stirling, Stirling FK9 4LA, Scotland, UK. information is in a 'general purpose' form to be used by a higher-order geometric routine.
Information on the precision with which human observers can estimate a (2D) geometric angle may also be of interest in relation to 3D space perception.
As is well known, the dynamics of spatial luminance distributions ('optic flow') contain a wealth of information concerning (ego) motion and spatial structure of the 3D world the observer behaves within. In particular, the symmetric traceless part or the deformation part of the first-order affine parameters of the optic flow field has been shown to contain information on the slant and tilt of optical boundary planes in the 3D world (Koenderink and van Doom, 1976a) . However, this deformation part can be described (and accessed) as the temporal change in geometric angle between line elements in the optical field (Koenderink and van Doom, 1976b; Koenderink, 1986) .
Hence, experiments on the perception of geometric angle may yield information about the precision with which observers are able to estimate orientation of planes in the 3D world.
METHODS

Stimulus configuration and experimental procedure
To determine the precision with which an observer can compare two geometric angles, we used a stimulus configuration consisting of four dots (see Fig. 1 ). One of the dots F is a fixation dot. The other three dots, A, B, and C, are presented in the near periphery of the observer's visual field. The observer's task is to compare the geometric angles AFB and BFC, and respond whether angle AFB seems the largest. To determine the angle discrimination threshold Da at a certain base (pedestal) angle a, we proceed as follows. At a given stimulus presentation we added an angle cue 8a to a for angle AFB, and subtracted 8a from a for angle BFC. Angle discrimination threshold Aa is defined as the value of the angle cue 8a that results in 84% correct responses.
To determine Act we used an adaptive variant of the method of constant stimuli. Before the start of a run, an interval [a 1 , a2o] is chosen so that the angle AFB, on the basis of previous information, spans the entire psychometric curve. That is, for AFB = al the observer hardly ever responds that this angle seems the largest (this corresponds to a large negative value of 8a in Fig. 1 ) , while for AFB = a20 the observer nearly always responds that this angle seems the largest. In each run, twenty values for the angle AFB are possible, spaced equidistantly in the interval [al, a2o] . In the first twenty trials each of the possible angle values is presented exactly once (in random order). On the basis of the responses of these trials, the psychophysical procedure makes a maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of the point of subjective equality (PSE, 50% point) and width parameter or of the cumulative Gaussian distribution ('error function') that we assume for the observer's psychometric function. The procedure places the next trial at the value ai nearest to PSE ± (J (for each trial the f sign is independently chosen with 50% probability). On the basis of the observer's
